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Gregory Lecture Rousing: Opens Many Eyes at UPS
by Marlene Dean
If you missed Dick Gregory's
lecture, you missed not only an
enlightening lecture, but a chance to
experience a combination of humor
and intellect that would have left
you both dumbfounded and
laughing.
Gregory possesses such vast
abilities and talents that one can't
help but look up to him in total awe.
Though he projects an outspoken,
overwhelming image on stage, off, stage he is quite a mannered,
religious man. When asked in a
February 24th interview what type of
message he would like to relay to his
UPS and Tacoma community audience, he replied, "The world is in
bad shape. It is your job [students
and community] to straighten it out.
We [previous generations] left a bad
check and it's your job to balance
things out. You can either turn it
[world] around, or die of
destruction."
After giving 7 lectures the
previous day and flying several thousand miles, Dick Gregory came on
stage looking refreshed and with
"both barrels loaded." He first relaxed the audience by telling humorous
stories. Once this was accomplished,
he began to release the "bullets."
His topics ranged from disrespect
towards the handicapped, to capital
punishment, to Oral Robert's cure
for cancer.
Dick Gregory opened the eyes of
not only the blacks in the audience,
but those of every other race as well,
He left no stone unturned when it
came to our society's hatred and
prejudice towards one another. "Get
rid of that hatred and malice..." said
Gregory.
Of course Gregory discussed U.S.
politics. After stomping on the
budget cuts, he proceeded to denounce the U.S. and U.S.S.R. (who he
referred to as "criminal partners").
He also discussed the reaction of
Americans during the 1 979
American hostage crisis. He criticized those Americans who did not demand more action from the government, but instead chose to 'tie
yellow ribbons around a tree' and
'jump' on innocent Iranian students.
Gregory briefly commented on the
U.S. energy issue and Iran's involvement in the current OPEC oil war.
Gregory then focused on the month
of February, where he gave tribute
to Black history month, which began
only as Negro history week. He
acknowledged the different Presidents' birthdays and the birthdays of
those leaders he felt should truly be
recognized.
In every issue Gregory discussed,
whether it was politics, health or

education, he revealed a unique angle; forcing one to question what
one blindly tolerates or takes for
granted. This was especially true
when he attacked the movie industry. "85 percent of the movies
are not made to 'entertain' but to
'detain'... it is society's way of conditioning your minds," said Gregory.
He picked harmless movies such as
Star Wars or Chariots of Fire and exposed many facts that were
overlooked by the majority of their
viewers. He continued his lecture,
attacking weaknesses in universities,
Blacks in society and starvation in
the Third World countries. "While
you're sitting here, 41 people die of
starvation every minute," Gregory
said.
Gregory is currently an activist in
Third World hunger programs. He
formulated a nutritional substance
which he wishes to market to the
Third World countries. He ran from
L.A. to New York, 50 miles a day, for
72 days, eating only his nutritional
formula to prove that it works. "I
didn't even train for it; I just did it,
because Third World hunger is important to me," said Gregory. His
product will soon be on the market.
He also went on the longest "scientific" fast in history to prove that
fasting could be safe.
Gregory's closing remarks were
uplifting, and gave the audience a
feeling that they could put their new
found knowledge into use. He said,
"I don't believe we've gone beyond
that point of no return, but we haven't much time. You can make a
difference, you 'do' count. It can be
done without hatred and violence.
Be honest, stay in touch with
yourself and God bless you."
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Comedian-activist Dick Gregory at
Kilworth Chapel, February 24
photo by Jeff Castellino

"Slave Sale" Guidelines Proposed
by Dave Ryan
Recommendation for ASB action
was the result of the February 28
meeting of the ASB Task Force on
Student Affairs. The action recommended was the restraint of current
practices by campus organizations
involving the sale or auction of the
services of their members. The
meeting of the Task Force was attended by invited representatives
from Interfraternity Council, Black
Student Union, Panhellenic,
Feminist Student Union and Circle K.
The action by the Task Force is
the culmination of a four-month
long debate on the subject of "slave
sales" and the like which was touched off by a UPS student's written

complaint to President Phibbs of the
demeaning nature of the sales or
"auctions." Since the President
received this letter, several organizations have been working with ASUPS
and the President's Committee on
Diversity in an attempt to resolve
the issue. The final step in this process was the Task Force meeting on
Monday night.
The meeting ran about two hours
with all of the organizations except
I.F.C. willing to find some common
ground. I.F.C. prepared a very
general statement about how the
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The Trail welcomes letters. However. they must be

LETTERS...
To the Editor of the Trail:
This is in response to Dave Ryan's
Senate "Watchdog" Report in the
February 24th issue.
Mr. Ryan, while your account of
my statement "Smokers generally
do not care about ventilation" is not
strictly a case of taking a quote out
of context, I do think you made a
serious journalistic error in not
reporting the atmosphere, manner,
and exact wording in which I said it.
I will review the event for you.
While giving my committee report at
the Senate Meeting on Thursday,
February 17th, I disclosed that plans
were in the making by the OpenForum Food Committee to set aside
the North Alcove area of the Snack
Bar for smoking, leaving essentially
the rest of the Snack Bar for nonsmokers. When the subject of ventilation of that alcove came up at
the Meeting on the 10th, I announced that the committee was already
looking into it. I then added as an
aside that it wouldn't seem that
smokers worried too much about
ventilation or fresh air in the first
place. I am sure that everyone attending the meeting, Mr. Ryan, took the
remark in the "light" way that it was
intended, and I believe that you, too,
understand my meaning. Why you
wrote that portion of the article with
what seemed to me an obvious slant,
is unknown to me, but I suggest it
had to do with your private interests
as a smoker. Your remark that my

typed. double-spaced and include the writer's signature
and phone number. We cannot print any letters without
first ensuring their authenticity. Deadline for all letters is

12:00 noon on Tuesday of each week.

joke was "not well-received" seemed a bit of an overstatement as you
were the only one to comment
negatively on it. You were then personally invited .to attend the next
Food Committee meeting. I gave
you the date, time and place and
suggested you watch the Tattler for
further information. You had a
chance to make your views as a
smoker heard, Mr. Ryan, and directly
affect the outcome of the situation.
You did not attend. This may seem
like a petty thing to go on about, but
I wish to discourage any biased "coloring" of your reporting in the
future. Many times, things are said
at Senate Meetings in a facetious
manner, and I feel your "face value"
accounts of them deliberately set
them up in a bad light.
In closing, I would like to defend
my stance on the smoking problem. I
am a firm believer that people can
do almost anything they want as
long as it does not hurt anyone else
or infringe upon any of their rights.
The Snack Bar is a public place and I
do not choose to have my lungs or
the food I eat exposed to anyone's
exhaled smoke fumes. The nonsmokers are the obvious majority at
this school and our non-smoking
does not infringe upon any of your
rights.
I leave you with one last advertisement for the Food Committee.
Meetings are generally held every
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other Tuesday at 4:00 in SUB 214
and everyone is invited to attend.
We would welcome and appreciate

hearing from both sides of any issue.
Thank you,
Carolyn Glenn

Cunningham Fellow Corresponds
Dear President Phibbs & everyone at
UPS,
Is there anything more wonderful
than to be a music lover visting Wien
(Vienna) during the concert season?
Perhaps the experience can be compared with a native Tacoman visiting
a wintery paradise of snow, surrounded by that delightful sparkling
whiteness that usually turns to mud
after two days in the UPS area. Both
of these things are nice, but the
latest in my ever-growing list of experiences is that for the first time in
my life I'm really living in another
language. After all, I have seen snow
before, and I've even heard very
good concerts before (although at
home I could never indulge every
night like I'm doing here in Wien).
But the language business is a different matter entirely.
I really didn't know what to expect. In the past few months I've
picked up quite a bit of Italian and
even more French, but my conversations were usually limited to vital
subjects like hotel rooms and dinner.
In France I had to think for a minute
before I said anything in past tense.
In Italy I waved my hands around (as
if that made things better) and mostly stuck to present tense. So, after
that, I had a feeling that German
wouldn't be so bad. After all, I even
know how the subjunctive works in
German - quite an accomplishment,
as I'm sure the people who shared
that class with me will agree. But
still, I was horribly worried about it
all.
It's a marvellous experience to
really speak a language that you've
only studied before. I arranged to
stay with a Viennese family (properly speaking "Wieners", but that just
sounds too comic) that is completely
non-English speaking. My first evening here I spoke more German than I
had in my entire life before. And it
worked! I could understand what
was said to me, and could even

answer. I was so thrilled that I
couldn't sleep that night. So I
wander around starting conversations with people to practice my
German, listen to German television
(when I'm not at concerts), read German newspapers...I even got a copy
of Hermann Hesse's Glasperlenspiel
(Glass Bead Game) which, in this environment and in its original
language, I'm finding absolutely
fascinating. (Of course I don't want
to overdo this German business and
wear myself out, so I'm also indulging in an English James Thurber
book. This is what is known as "catching up on one's reading.)
Of course my German has certain
limitations. It seems a bit strange,
for example, that my formal education in the language should have
taught me the word for a protective
spirit that watches over sailors, but
not the word for soap. I can usually
make people understand what I'm
talking about, though, if I approach
the word by a round-about enough
method. Everybody is very pleasant
and encouraging, even if I get an occasional laugh, like when I was talking about the "wagon-withoutwheels-that-children-go-up-anddown-snowy-hills-on", i.e. a sled. But
not only did I get my point across, I
also learned the German word for sled and got a very pleasant conversation started.
So life goes on, a pleasant mingling of music and museums,
language, seeing beautiful palaces,
and churches, even occasionally taking time to think. I wish the best of
luck to the competitors for reext
year's Cunningham Fellowship. It
really is a once in a lifetime experience, and I only wish that an opportunity like this were available to
more students.
Phyllis Jestice
Adalbert Sifter Strabe 35/7/27
1200 Wien, Osterreich

Grand Canyon

BACKPACKING TRIP
Spring Break
wilderness adventure with an emphasis on personal
awareness and group cooperation.
it‘

$170.00 includes transportation, food on the trail, and
The Trail is a weekly publication of the Associated Students of the University
of Puget Sound. All opinions expressed herein are those of the writer and do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Trail staff or the University of Puget
Sound community unless otherwise noted Our offices are located in the Student Union Building of the University and are open during most business
hours Our phone number is 756-3278 Subscriptions for the Trail are available
at the rate of S5 00 per year

group equipment.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
contact Counseling Center by March 4. Sub 201
x3372
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GOVERNMENT
Election Discussion Again Dominates Senate Meeting
by Dave Ryan

•■•

Most of the action in last Friday's
Senate meeting centered around the
spring election process. The meeting
ran smoothly, and all issues raised
were resolved. Before Senate
business got underway, there was a
brief open forum.
Showcase director, Susan Schlee,
addressed the Senate body at that
time, thanking the Senators and
members of the Finance Committee
for freeing the contingency funding
necessary for her trip to a programmers conference in Baltimore (which
she attended the previous week). She
explained how money can be saved
on performance contracts by means
of co-op buying. Co-op buying is the
practice of schools in the same
geographical region signing contracts, which has the same effect as
a package deal, to cut expenses.
Director of Student Programs Serni
Solidarios, who also attended the
Baltimore conference, informed the
Senate body that student government and programs at UPS are on a
par with those of larger schools with
significantly higher budgets in terms
of performance and organization.
Opening executive reports, President Healey announced that the
Media Board convened for its first
meeting. The board, which replaced
the Board of Student Communications in the ASB by-laws last fall, appointed Janice Howland chairperson, and decided to accept applications for media head positions (Cross
Currrents Review Editor, KUPS
General Manager, Tamanawas
Editor, and Trail Editor) for next
year. Applications will be taken between March 1 and March 15. President Healey's report also included
the announcement that a Faculty
Senate Ad-Hoc committee is now in
the process of discussing the
Solomon amendment, which would
effectively tie financial aid to student compliance with the United
States Selective Service Board.
Business Vice-President Koch's
executive report outlined the three
decisions made in the last meeting
of the Finance Committee. The
Finance Committee moved to allot
$160.00 to the recently recognized
Pre-Law Society. They tabled a request for financial assistance to
Model United Nations representatives who wish to attend a conference in Scottsdale, Arizona this
spring. Also tabled was a request by
Tamanawas Photography Editor
Joseph Walker and Cross Currents
Review Editor Michelle Winship for
funding to enable them to attend a
workshop seminar in New York this
spring. Some discussion about the
table reports followed, ending with a
consensus that it would be prudent
to review the overall spring financial
outlook before considering the requests. Koch added that the
February 28 meeting of the Finance
Committee would be able to resolve
the situation.

Senator Henshaw, reporting for
the Elections Committee, asked the
Senate's opinion on video-taping
candidate interviews in the Cellar.
While Senator Smith thought "It
would be a very good idea," Senator
Gleghorn stated that the interviews
"seemed to lose their impact, and
were not very productive at all" last
spring. After considering the comments of the Senators, as well as
those of the candidates, Senator

by Dave Ryan

Henshaw decided to go ahead with
the video-taping.
The final order of business was
suspension of Article III, Section A,
Number 7, of the ASB By-laws until
March 11. The suspended By-Law
called for a primary election for any
office sought after by more than
twice as many candidates as positions open. In this spring's election
the By-Law would have affected
both the Presidential and Senatorial

elections. The motion, however, was
only applicable to the Senate election, which means there will still be
a Presidential primary today. The
motion to suspend the Senate
primary passed with more than twothirds of the votes of those present,
as required.
Senate meetings are every Tuesday night at 6:00 p.m. in the Library's
McCormick room, and are open to
the public.

Gleghorn Neglected Liaison Responsibilities

Allegations of irresponsibility
on the part of ASB Senators
were raised during last week's
Senate meetings. Senator
Kruger, Liaison Coordinator,
stated, "Do I have to babysit
you guys? I know who does and
does not even pick up their
sheets." Liaison reports are the
established channel through
which Senators are elected to
communicate with assigned oncampus living groups.
In the KUPS candidate interviews on March 1, Executive
Vice-Presidential candidate,
Senator Joel Gleghorn, express-

Task Force
continued from page 1
pledge sales in the future would
strive to "promote the service," and
be in "good taste." I.F.C. Representative Courtney Kinker was unable
to outline any specific differences
between past practices and future
practices involving the auctioning of
pledges. The central theme of the
discussion was whether or not to
allow organizations to sell the services of their members when the
member's identity is known to the
buyer. Black Student Union President Les Braxton stated that positions such as that of I.F.C. were a
way to "get around the problem
rather than solve it." He went on to
say that he felt some of the
organizations involved were "more
interested in the money they put in
their pockets than the issue of
degrading members of the community."
As the meeting was adjourned, the
Task Force moved to accept
whatever agreement Les Braxton
( B.S . U.), Karen Sandeno
(Panhellenic), Melinda Taylor
(F.S.U.), Courtney Kinker (I.F.C.) and
Anthony Hemstad (Task Force Chairman) could agree on in a closed
discussion. The special subcommittee of the Task Force met immediately after the Monday night
session was adjourned and drafted
the following recommendation for
the ASUPS Senate to consider:
"No organization which is

ed his own concern over the effectiveness of the liaison
system. "The final step is making the Senators responsible to
their liaisons," he insisted. He
went on to suggest that "If a
Senator is found to be not performing her liaison duties, her
name ought to be taken off the
Senate pass list to programs."
When asked earlier on March
1st who his liaison contact in
University (formerly Tenzler)
Hall is, Senator Gleghorn
replied "Sally Brown." It turns
out that his contact is Sally
Blunt. Ms. Blunt, a second year
recognized directly or indirectly by
A.S.B. shall engage in any practice
in the raising of funds or sponsoring
of social events in which the identity
of specific individuals shall be
employed in the auction or sale of
these services
Events which seek to raise funds
in this manner must abide by the
following:
Individuals who participate in
these events shall do so voluntarily
without coercion.
Services to be auctioned shall
be specified in advance of the sale.
The names of individuals offering these services shall not be
specifically mentioned.
After the completion of the sale
.

resident assistant at the University claims she did not even
know who Senator Gleghorn
was until late last semester.
Senator Gleghorn claims he met
with his constituents in Tenzler
twice last semester, and once
during Winterim. Ms. Blunt
claims she has never seen one of
his liaison sheets, and to her
knowledge, he has not even
posted one in her dormitory. Ms
Blunt also cannot recall any
time when Senator Gleghorn has
met with the residents of
Tenzler Hall, and rates his
overall performance as "poor!"
.

an agreement shall be signed specifying the precise nature of the service to be rendered and the amount
to be exchanged."
IFC abstains
BSU, FSU, Panhellenic, Student
Affairs, Circle K agree.
ASB now must decide whether to
implement the recommendations into its own By-Laws, incorporate it in
the form of sanctions into the financial code, or refer it to the
President's Commmittee on Diversity for further discussion, and possible Administrative action.
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DO YOU DRINK..
to overcome shyness?
gain self-confidence?
deal with problems

DOES DRINKING INTERFERE WITH...
completing your assignments?
getting the grades you want?
keeping your relationships or friendships?
your health or physical condition?
The UPS Counseling center staff is offering a confidential assesment to help a student determine if
he/she has a serious drinking problem. For more
information, call or stop by the Counseling xCe3n3t7e2r
201 SUB
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ASUPS Spring Election Candidates
ASUPS President

P ho tos by Je ff Cas te /lino

Business Vice President

CHRIS CARON

TIM BRADSHAW

4

DAN CUMMINGS

Executive Vice President

DENNIS DAUGS

ASUPS Senate

16.

JOHN PILCHER

JOEL GLEGHORN

HOLLY SABELHAUS

DEBBIE DAHLIN

Just For You, U.P.S.
PIONE
or.

BRIAN ENGLE

eg. $209.95, but show
our UPS Student
:Y
and it's yours for only

$189.95

JANICE GAUB

SK-350 l'ersonal Portable by Pioneer FM Stereo/

AM Radio Cassette Recorder. 1)144." Noise
ReAuction on Tape. Meta:Tape Capability. •-Way
61/4" High Efficiency Speakers. Music Search. Universal Voltage. Tape Selector Switch for Normal. ,
Cr0 2 'Metal. Line Input/Output. Full-mode Auto
Stop. One Touch Record. Record Mute. I himped
Door.
Switch. Al A'. 14.ef,ord. Digital Tape
Counter. Built-in Condenser Mies. I ,E I ) Stereo/
Record )olby Indicator. 2-Way Power Usage. 2
Wat
• Watts Power Omput. Satin Silver Finish
∎ , ;th :Vaal Grilles.
•4 ,thyTrademark of I hol by I .dbora tories. Irw.

automartivee
oul
!MM.-IIMINP--mgammoa"-

3111 Se. SS* S.., -same

472-9641

TACOMA' S CAR STEREO EXPERTS

DAN HOLSENBACK

LAURA KANE
continued on page 5
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ASU PS Senate

DUNCAN MARSH

SCOTT MORGAN

STEVE REINMUTH

JUANITA SINKFIELD

Impressions of Thailand
second in a series

by Brian Threlkeld
Chiang Mai, 2:00 p.m.
Saturday, 8 January
The students prefer Chiang Mai to
Bangkok. It is growing, but much
smaller. There is still so much to see
- markets, Wats, the old walls and
moat, the winter fair ("Do the
Puyallup" in Chiang Mai), and
marvelous places to eat - and it is
easy to get out into the countryside.
The students like that. They also like
buying silk, watching attractive
Thais of the opposite sex, and simply
discovering Chiang Mai and its people. They are more ambivalent in
their attitudes toward the exam Del
gave this morning.
Now, this last day in Chiang Mai,
three students (an alumnus, an alumna, and a senior) sit at a table outside an open-air shop, waitinv 'or
their food. One of the men wears a
sarong, which is the dress of
Burmese men, not Thai. For a tall
pharang to be seen wearing one is
considered incredible, and
hysterically funny by the Thai. But if
people laugh it is a little matter, and
a skirt is cooler and more comfortable than pants.
He thinks of the Englishman
James Flecker, stationed in Lebanon
and dreaming, under the cedars, of
his homeland:
'Tis ever sweet to lie
On the dry carpet of the needles
brown,
And though the fanciful green
lizard stir . . .
And so it does, but only for a moment, and then lies poised on the
branch, as the leaves of the tree
shade and dapple the travelers
under the fair blue sky.
The food arrives, brought by a
lovely, sweet woman of about fifty,
who took the order and speaks no
English. All three get a bowl of fried
rice with pork, vegetables, and a
fried egg, with green onions and sliced cucumber on the side, and a pot
of smooth, faintly sweet tea among
them. All for twelve baht (fifty-three
cents) each.
The students talk of regrets over
departing Chiang Mai, and what is to
come in the week ahead. They will
visit Sri Lanka, or Serendip
("Resplendent Land"). They discuss
standards of living, relative poverty,
differences they will find. Wait and
see. They return to the YMCA hostel
to pack.

The bags are loaded up an hour
later, and Tom and Brian hop onto
the back railings of a covered
pickup to see that no bags fall out
on the drive through town. Before
hitting the main road, Cheryl jumps
on with them. They enjoy the ride
through midafternoon traffic - "Sure
is a Netter view than you get from
that bus" - and reach the railroad
station in about fifteen minutes.
By 5:00 p.m., they are on their way
over a narrow gauge track built by
the French up from Singapore to
Chiang Mai about the turn of the
century. The windows come down,
unlike the sealed ones on American
trains, and the students enjoy
themselves immensely, leaning out,
watching the passage through
farmland, forest, and hills. The sun
sets quickly, but for a long time
afterwards the sky glows a deep,
dark red.
Students and professors eat, play
games, read and write. A two-and-ahalf inch cockroach scuttles across
the aisle, and some casual speculation follows as to where it will appear next. A professor remarks that
hardship is one thing money can't
buy.
Some students go back a few cars
to an open door, and climb the ladder between the cars to the roof.
There they watch the stars as the
train roars through the dark countryside, the myriad orbs wheeling
across the dome of the sky.
The sleeping berths are pulled
down by the train crew, and one by
one the students turn in. At 5:45
tomorrow morning the group will
disembark at the airport in Bangkok,
to await their flight to Colombo, Sri
Lanka. Now, the lights are dim, and
the rumble and gentle sway of the
train lure tired eyes to rest. Thoughts
flood the brain lying yet awake. But
all will keep, and as darkness wraps
the traveler and cradles his mind, he
gives a last fleeting thought to the
soft void of night, and sleeps.
[Eds. Note: Brian Threlkeld is a
senior student in history, who participated during December, January
and February in Religion 373:
"Theravada Buddhism," the
Winterim Travel/Study program to
Thailand, Sri Lanka and Nepal.]

SHELLEY TURNER

TRACEY WICKERSHAM

Study Break

by Steve Campion

Sandy worked in a doughnut shop
by the train depot. It wasn't much of
a job, but she was earning money.
She would scrub beneath the glass
showcase where the doughnuts were
displayed. And she cleaned the
napkin dispensers after each day
had passed.
Each night, except on Sundays,
she would pass by the front window
like clockwork. Nine o'clock. Never
early. Never late. Nine o'clock. Each
night I would sit at my perch at the
train depot, sipping a drink. I never
could remember what type it was. I
wasn't interested in what I was drinking. My mind was off, focused a half
block away on a figure pushing a
broom across a floor on which my
feet had never trodden.
My elbow was at rest on a
newspaper from some days before
that was just keeping itself in sight.
Sandy would just continue on her
cleaning, poking her head under the
counter and producing a sponge to
scrub the several tables in the shop.
Regardless of how I stared or how
long I sat, she would work on, never
slowing.
Nine-twenty. The whistle of the
train behind me clammering to a

halt could wake the heaviest
sleepers. It broke the silence of my
thoughts, but perhaps for the better.
I stood, and, lifting my parcel and
jacket, took a final glance at Sandy.
I mouthed a "good night" to her and
boarded my train.
Each night it was the same. It
never failed to keep on schedule.
Nothing would change. Every evening, the events of the preceding one
would perform again.
I folded my hands in my lap and
closed my eyes. If only one day, I
thought, I could bring myself to go
to her and introduce myself. I smiled, realizing what I was doing.
Nothing was going to change.
Nothing could ever be changed.
Each night I would always sit drinking at my table at the train station.
And, each night Sandy would clean
up at the doughnut shop. Then I
would leave and go home on the
train.
We would never share times
together. We would never go on picnics and visit friends. We would
never share our time together
You see, we would never meet
I don't like doughnuts.
.
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Glass Says "Nothing Deceptive'''

Admissions Policies Ensure Continuing Success
by Greg Jones
Maintaining the University of
Puget Sound's enrollment success
has not been an easy task. However,
looking toward the future, the Office of Admissions has reason to be
optimistic. Its academic and financial concerns are minimal when
compared with many other small
colleges and universities around the
country. Each fall, a new freshman
class enters the institution, always
brighter, always'bearing more potential. The Office of Admissions plans
to continue its present policies, hoping to increase its success annually.
J. David Glass, an admissions
counselor at UPS feels that the
University's admissions program is
ethical and straight-forward. Glass
believes the Office of Admissions'
success lies in its ability to detect a
student's needs and that supplying
those features to meet those needs is
what has increased the number of
applications each year. Colorful and
informative booklets describe the
many programs and activities the
University has to offer. There is
"nothing deceptive" about the UPS
booklets, Glass feels. He maintains
that the booklets accurately represent the University and the surroundings. By no means are the booklets
done poorly. The photographs
beautifully illustrate campus scenes
and mountain pictures that are easily reachable from Tacoma.
One obstacle that tends to worry
new and old students alike is the
amount of tuition and its annual increases. Contrary to common belief,
the Reagan Administration's budget
cuts have not significantly decreased financial aid to dependent
students. Glass reported that approximately 65 percent of UPS
students receive financial assistance
at an average of $4,500 individually.
According to Glass, this makes UPS
much more "affordable."
The Office of Admissions has no
set minimum requirements for admission that deter prospective
students from applying. Instead,
each students is looked at from different angles, not just an academic
one. A student interested not only
academics but other fields as well is
more likely to be sought after. According to Glass, the consequences
of this policy have been positive;
college entrance exam scores are increasing annually and last year's
freshman class had an average entering GPA of 3.35.
Glass feels that the UPS admissions program has been extremely
successful communicating with prospective students before and after
admittance to the University, a
primary reason for bringing in
motivated students. "It's the
satisfaction that makes the work exciting," reflects Glass. Working with
prospective freshman and seeing
them enter the institution is what
pleases him the most.
Colleges and universities around

the nation are feeling the pinch of
the current recession and with a
smaller number of applicants from
which to choose many institutions
are worrying about their futures. The

University of Puget Sound is experiencing considerable success at
this point and is continuing its progressive policies. The Office of Admissions is optimistic that the

University's enrollment trends will
continue, yet are keeping in mind
the national economic and the
enrollment number realities
.

Recruitment Efforts Misleading

Lack of Classes a Problem for Exiting Students
While doing what reporters do
best, which is obtaining interesting
information any way possible, I
overheard some students discussing
the departure of several black
freshmen from UPS. After
eavesdropping a little longer, I
discovered that 4 out of 6 black
freshmen enrolled were leaving
But why? I could see the Trail
headlines: "Black Students Leave
Predominantly White University
Because of Racial Tension" right?
Wrong. Following an extensive interview with each of the students I
discovered their reasons for leaving
UPS have been experienced by many
University students at one time or
another and that the issue of racial
tension was considered a minor problem and was not a reason for their
departure from UPS.
"I'm leaving because the 4-1-4
system has slowed me down. My
goal is to be a nurse and I won't have
the required credits that I need,"
said April Wicks of Cyprus, CA. I was
also very disappointed in how the
administration, mainly the Registrar
and the Cashier's Office, operate.
They don't tell freshmen how to do
the things "they" take for granted.
For instance add-drop. I didn't know
what add-drop was! I think these
types of things should be discussed
in detail during freshmen orientation. At the present time students
are being led into a blind situation.
It's miraculous that students survive
their first semester!" said April.
When asked about her experiences
of racial tension or outward prejudice, she replied, "Being a minority doesn't bother me at all. I get
along well with most students. Once
you've lived with 5 roommates,
anything after that is an easy adjustment," said April.
Stanley Williams, from Anchorage, Alaska, is confronted with
a different problem. "Because of
financial problems, there is a
favorable chance that I will be leaving," said Stan. "I was recruited by
UPS and decided to come because it
has a good reputation and it's close
to home." Stan also feels that UPS
has a low freshmen retention level.
"Computer statistics show that
among the universities such as Yale,
Princeton and Harvard which have a
98-99 percent retention level, UPS
(Harvard of the West) only has a 78
percent level. Once they get you
here, they don't do much to keep
you," explained Stan. Stan has no
problems with the student ratio at
UPS although he feels that he was a

bit misled "when I received my
brochure, People, Color, Culture, it
said that the minority level was 13.2
percent. I assumed that the black
population would be a little
larger...it would have helped if they
would have broken down how many
blacks, Asians, etc....like many college brochures do," said Stan.
Freda Monroe, from Frankfurt,
Germany, is planning on leaving
because of problems within her
academic major. "I'm chasing my
major which is Occupational
Therapy, but in the area of Speech
Pathology," said Freda. Freshmen
orientation was misleading for
Freda. When she asked about the
O.T. program and if any type of
courses which were related to her
area of interest would be offered,
she was told that subjects within certain courses would deal with her
area of interest, but she wouldn't
find a whole course dedicated to her
field. Freda has discovered that the
subjects in the courses are too vague
or have not been covered at all.
Freda agrees that freshmen need to
be told about administrative procedures such as add-drop, tuition
payment and loan payments. "I had
to do a lot of asking around before I
knew what was going on," said
Freda.
Freda has had very few encounters with racial tension or prejudice. "I get along well with most
students, though I feel that many
students here are ignorant about
blacks and their culture," said Freda.
"I've had students approach me and
say "Wow, you're the first 'real'
black person I've ever seen." But I
think UPS is a place for learning, and

I hope that many students will take
the time to learn about the different
cultures, and not settle for the antiquated stereotypes," said Freda.
Melinda Taylor of Anchorage,
Alaska, the fourth student said to be
leaving did not want to discuss her
reasons for leaving or if she had
changed her mind to stay.
The reasons for these students
desiring to leave are not new or confined to any race. Maybe with the
help of other students who have or
are experiencing these problems,
these problems can be solved. It's
time to start using the people we
take for granted. Freshmen and
others, talk to your advisors or the
Dean of Students, help pave a
smoother path for freshmen to
come.

Take Note
On Friday, March 11 there will be
a noon music recital in Jacobsen
Recital Hall, School of Music. Performing are Jaymie Randall, oboe,
Melissa Brown, flute, and Darrell
Cranford, violin.
Rebecca Evers performs her
senior organ recital on Sunday,
March 13 at 4 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Miss Evers is a
student of Edward Hansen, Director
of the Church Music program at
UPS.
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ENTERTAINMENT

1 THE TRAIL

March 3rd 1983
Translations at the Manhattan Theatre Club.

"Translations"
Premieres at
Seattle Center
Playhouse

Costume design is by Robert Dahlstrom and
lighting by James F. Ingalls.
Translations will run at the Seattle Center
Playhouse through April 2. Good seating
available for all performances. For ticket information please call the Seattle Repertory
Theatre box office at 447-4764.

Translations, Brian Friel's eloquent drama
about the power and fragility of language,
will have its West Coast Premiere when the
Seattle Rep opens a new production of the

•

0

award-winning Irish play at 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, March 9, at the Seattle Center
Playhouse. Named Best New Play of the Year
in 1981 by the British Theatre Association,

Translations has been lauded in Ireland and
England as the most important drama to come
out of Ireland since the death of the famed
playwright Sean O'Casey.
As the title suggests,

Translations explores

the chameleon nature of language - as bond
and barrier, as a tool for power, as a source of

CHECK THESE OUT:

national identity. Friel sets the action in

Friday 4:
The SCISSORS with the NEW
FLAMINGOS at the Golden
Crown, through 5th April
Saturday 5:
RANK AND FILE and MOVING
PARS at the U of W HUB
Ball Room at 8 p.m.
Sunday 6:
JEAN-PIERRE RAMPAL at the
Opera House at 8 p.m.
Tuesday 8:
LIONA BOYD at Meany Auditorium at 8 p.m.
ANNIE ROSE AND THE THRILLERS, CHAINS OF HELL ORCHESTRA, and HURRICANES at
the Rainbow

1833, in a tightly knit Irish community
where the villagers speak only Gaelic. When
English troops arrive to re-map the countryside for purposes of taxation and to
anglicize the local name places it becomes
clear that Ireland is threatened, not only by
the sword, but through the destruction of its
cultural heritage.
Among the English troops is a young officer who falls in love with Ireland - and with
a pretty local girl, although she speaks no
English and he no Gaelic. Against the charm
of this romance, Brian Friel counterpoints the
ugly resentments that build and fester as the
English map-makers become an invading army bent on reprisal and destruction.
Through strong characterizations and ingenious dialogue, Irishman Friel illuminates
both the roots of the present Anglo-Irish conflict and the cornerstones of Irish character in

I

a play which English critic Sheridan Morley

•

"Emily Dickinson:
Poetry into Print"

called "theatrically and historically...the
most powerful and haunting new play of the
year. " (1981)

Books of Emily Dickinson: A Facsimile Edition." The work, a limited edition poetry
collection, presents Dickinson's poetry as
originally written, capturing the distinctive
handwriting style recorded in the poet 's
fascicles.
A native of Tacoma, Franklin previously
was professor and library director at Whit-

Ralph W. Franklin, an annotator of Emily

worth College. He received a Master's and a

Dickinson's work, will speak March 8 at

Ph.D. in literature from Northwestern
University as well as a Master's degree in

UPS. Franklin, who has written and edited a
number of books on Dickinson, is director of
Yale University's Beinecke Rare Book and
Manuscript Library.
The 7:30 address, Emily Dickinson:
Poetry into Print, is at Kilworth Chapel. The
lecture is free and open to the public.
Franklin, a 1959 UPS graduate. is author

The Editing of Emily Dickinson: A Reconsideration. He also edited The Manuscript
of

library science from the University of
Chicago.
Franklin is the 1983 speaker for the R.
Franklin Thompson Lecture Series, which
honors the former UPS president. Previous
speakers include jazz composer and former
UPS professor Leroy Ostransky and Northwest historian Murray C. Morgan. For
more information. call x3148.

CONCERTS

The Rep's production is directed by
associate artistic director Robert Egan, whose
skillful direction of Savages last season won
critical applause. Egan has cast Translations
with a strong group of experienced character
actors: Anthony Mockus appears as Hugh,
the flamboyant keeper of the rural
"hedgeschool" within which the play's main
action takes place. His two sons, Manus, a
nationalist, and Owen, a sophisticated collaborator with the English, are played by
Sean Griffin and Josh Clark. Peter Webster is
Lt. Yolland, the English officer, with Marek
Johnson as Maire, the pretty local Irish girl.
Ted D'Arms plays the vengeful Captain
Lancey, with James Hildebrand as Jimmy
Jack, Deidre O'Connell as Sarah, Brian Martin as Doalty and Susan Cash as Bridget.
The detailed set, authentically duplicating
the interior of an Irish hedgeschool of the
1800's is designed by Kate Edmonds. Ms

.

Edmonds designed the New York Premiere of

March 14th at 8 p.m.
Tickets $4.50 Students
$6.00 General
On sale at the Info Booth

21 1 STEP BEYON
"Betrayal" at T.A.G.
The fifth production of the 1983/84
season at Tacoma Actors Guild Theatre will
be Harold Pinter's brilliant and witty

Discussion
Pinter at Tag

of

Transfer. "Iphigenia, " on the other hand, is
a work of classical inspiration based on the

arch 3rd 1983

MUSIC

famous Greek myth. In "MMP1' the dancer

Kristin E. Mesler
A Vocal Recital

recites a verbal score based on a standardized
college test. "Night Spell" is a fantasy danc-

On Sunday, March 6, following the 7
p.m. performance of Betrayal, TAG Guest

ed to music of George Crumb, while
One of the dances is set to an original music

Performances are Tuesdays through Saturdays

director Charles Towers will lead a "Curtain
Call Discussion" on the styles and themes of

at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 7 p.m. Matinees
are Wednesdays and Sundays at 2:30 p.m.

Harold Pinter. Pinter, the author of this moving and witty drama, has written several

Tickets to Flight are at $4 general and $3

Mesler will be among those performed by

for students and senior citizens, and are

UPS senior Kristin Mesler Friday, March 4 at

For ticket information call 272-2145 or stop

available from the UW Arts Ticket Office at

Jacobsen Recital Hall. The 8 p.m. perfor-

by the TAG Box Office at: 1323 South

blockbuster plays. His many screenplays include the highly acclaimed The French Lieute-

4001 University Way N.E., or call

Yakima Avenue, Tacoma, WA 98405.

nant's Woman, which starred Meryl Streep.

543-4880.

mance, a vocal recital, is free and open to the
For more information, call x3148.

Betrayal. The play opens Thursday, March 3,
and continues through Saturday, March 26.

Charles Towers, former Artistic Director of
the Portland Stage Company (Maine) has

language, his pauses, his use of space, his
disconnected, almost abstract events--all as

play professionally produced in the Seat-

artistic tools. These artistic devices and the

tle/Tacoma area for nearly ten years.

central themes in Pinter's works will be con-

The cast consists of New Yorker Peggy
David Mong as "Jerry, " C.R. Gardner as
"Robert, and Gale McNeeley as the
"Waiter. "
Critics Circle Award for Best Foreign Play, is

just $7.00 - a savings of $3.50. For more in-

an electrifying story of a woman, her husband

formation call the Box Office at 272-2145.

Theatre, London, on November 15, 1978,

SH

Students with I.D. may purchase tickets
for the performance prior to this discussion for

best friend. First produced by the National

Works of Mozart, Vivaldi, Offenbach and

sidered at this "Curtain Call Discussion. "
The cast of Betrayal will join Mr. Towers
in this discussion, and all interested people
are invited to listen or join in.

Betrayal, winner of the New York Drama

and her seven year affair with her husband's

work by student Robert Bergner.

Pinter is well known for his sparse

come from New York to direct the first Pinter

Schoditsch as "Emma" and local actors:

"Reaching Through" is a poem in dance.

Dance

this moving drama begins in the ruins of the
love affair and climaxes with the first overtures of that love ten years earlier. In

"Flights" at U of W

Betrayal, unlike in traditional plots, the path
of discovery is how something happened, not
what might happen. It deals with power rela-

Tomorrow's dancers and choreographers

tionships between men and the ambiguous

take flight with an impressive array of original

tension of sexuality.
This bittersweet domestic tragedy reveals

dance works set to music from Philip Glass to
the Stray Cats, March 9-12 in the Studio

the irrational passion that, for Pinter, rules
the world - the classic theme of passion versus

Theater of Meany Hall on the University of

responsible free will.

are at 8 p.m. on weekdays and 3 p.m. on

Pinter, author of this moving drama, has

Washington campus. Performances of Flights
Saturday.

written several blockbuster plays as well as

Flights is a presentation by the Dance

"The French
Lieutenant's Woman," which starred Meryl
Streep.
Betrayal, soon to be released as an English

Divison of the University of Washington
School of Music and features twenty dancers

film starring Gandhi's Ben Kingsley, is at

dances: "Three of a Kind" serves 'hot,'

once witty, amusing and mysterious - an exquisite and coura eous la .

'sweet' and 'sour' dancing to a Tahitian song
by Bora Bora and music by the Manhattan

screenplays, such as

and the works of ten student choreographers.
The program delivers a potpourri of

Give in to that creative urge! The Crosscurrents Review is now accepting submissions for its Spring issue. UPS's literary and scholastic magazine prints
essays, fiction, poetry and artwork for its semi-annual publication.
Deadline for submission to this highly acclaimed magazine is March 15th
-so hurry and send your works to the Crosscurrents office, SUB, Room 212, or
mail them to Crosscurrents, clo University of Puget Sound. We need your
creativity - students, faculty members, and members of the community
alike - so hurry and give in!!

Tom Becker and Bill James of Tanglewood

They have a very distinctive style of their

can sing. They can also play guitars superbly.

own, and their talent is apparent in their tight

They play music that covers everything from

playing and flair in their music.
This talented duo will be playing in the

Credence Clearwater to Crosby, Stills, and
Nash and Gordon Lightfoot. Their specialty
is their acoustic music, which is fantastic

Student Union Building on the Snack Bar
Stage for SHOWCASE on Monday, March
7th froM 11:30 to 1:00 p.m.

FAST

HOT FRESH and
$1.00 OFF

$2.00 OFF

$3.00 OFF
ANY PIZZA

ANY 12" OR 14" PIZZA

627-8844
MON-THURS 5pm-1am I
FRI &SAT 4pm-1:30am
SUN 4pm-lam

WITH THICK CRUST

ANY 16" PIZZA

7PM to 9PM

MON., TUES. or WED.

WITH THICK CRUST

HAPPY HOUR
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 3/17/83

627-8844

One coupon per pizza

One coupon per pizza

THE
PIZZA
ANSWER

THE
PIZZA
ANSWER

Expires: 3/17/83

627-8844
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Expires: 3/17/83

627-8844
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Concert
Previews
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I CONCERT REVIEW
EAST WEST - FUNK
FIGHT

SINGLES
Submitted by Brad Ackerman

Two upcoming shows in the Seattle area
are worthy of a little advance tub-thumping.

By Steve Fernald

Culture Club
By Steve Fernald

On March 15, current radio heartthrobs
Culture Club will do their thing at the Eagles
Hippodrome. Their strong sense of melody
breathes new life into several well-worn pop

It really gets harder and harder to find
something new and exciting to listen to
anymore. The new-wave creative flood of a

idioms (reggae, for one) and restore my faith

few years ago looks like an ever-stagnating
pool of rehashed ideas, by and large. Records

in the possibilities of interesting Britfunk.

are more expensive than I care to think about

Lead singer/center of attention Boy George
has been catching attitude of late because of

and the same bands circulate through the

his Max-Factor-laden appearance, and this

supposed to do in these boring and culturally

unfortunately draws attention away from his

recycled days of boredom? Well, mes amis, I

clubs like clockwork. What's a die-hard fan

wonderfully warm and subtle voice as well as

was at the end of my tether over the whole

the technically excellent hand. They stand

question when Lady Luck dealt a card that

heads above the tiring "pinched-soul" vocal

has certainly turned my attitude around. I

of an ABC. They hold a promise of a great

won a ticket on Steve Rabow 's "Housepar-

future and should deliver on this in person.
Buy your tickets NOW and I 'llsee you there .

ty" (on KYYX) a few weeks back which entitled me to free admission to see the Bush
Tetras and Rally-Go at the Golden Crown in
Seattle. Having heard their records and their

D.O.A.
By Steve Fernald

rep I rubbed my hands in anticipation of what
I was sure was to be one hot dancing show.

Now for all of you hardcore lovers, Van-

The Bush Tetras are a funking foursome
from the Big Apple fronted by a female lead

couver's own DOA will storm the Showbox

singer and guitarist, and have built a steady

March 18 with Ten Minute Warning and a
coupla other punk bands. DOA has long been
an established fixture on the West Coas
punk scene, playing dates from barrooms tc
major "event"-style festivals over the p

and devoted following in their native club

five years. Minimal personnel changes have

developments/contributions to the genre. My

allowed a maturity and smoothness to
develop in the group, but they are still very

respect for this group plus the danceability of

exciting and very LOUD. Ten Minute Warning have also been around for a while, but
under the moniker of the Fartz. This changed
when Blaine and Loud (singer and drummer)
vamoosed from the hand, but the name is apparently all that has changed. Their personal
political perspective and intensity is intact,

KUPS

PROGRESSIVE
MEDIA

habitat in NYC. Being in the white-funk
vanguard (with Gang of Four, etc.), they
really have been digging unplowed turf, and
as such are important for their

I. Dexy's Midnight Runners - Too-Rye-Ay
U2 New Year's Day (Single)
The lam (EP) The Bitterest Pill
Lene Lovich - No-Man's-Land
The Psychedelic Furs - Forever Now
Thomas Doiby - Blinded By Science
Culture Club - Kissing To Be Clever
Heaven 17 - Heaven 17
Blancmange - Happy Families
Ultravox - Reap the Wild Wind (Single)
The Cure - Let's Go To Bed
Thompson Twins - Side Kicks
The English Beat - Special Beat Service
Missing Persons - Spring Session M
New Order - 1981 - Factus 8 - 1982
REM - Chronic Town
The Clash - The World According to Clash
The lam - Dig the New Breed
Seattle Syndrome Two - Seattle Syndrome 2
Wall of Voodoo - Call of the West

English Beat - Special Beat Service
Psychedelic Furs - Forever Now
Peter Gabriel - Security
Lene Lovich - No Man's Land
Culture Club - Kissing To Be Clever
Missing Persons - Spring Session M
Devo - Oh No! It's Devo
The lam (Live) - Dig the New Breed
Adam Ant - Friend or Foe
Phil Collins - Hellow, I Must Be Going!
Dream Syndicate - Days of Wine and Roses
The lam (EP) - The Bitterest Pill
Tom Petty - Long After Dark
Prince - 1999
ABC - The Lexicon of Love
Clash - Combat Rock
Depeche Mode - A Broken Frame
Pretenders (12") - Back on the Chain Gang
Grace Jones - Living My Life
Men At Work - Business As Usual

Well, in round one Rally Go came out swinging. What first grabs you is the chunka-

same thing for quite a while, and it is beginn-

chunk guitar (which reminds me of the
them tap. The vocals have that
Waitress/Cosmopolitan/B-52 ambience that

music was almost totally hard-edged white
funk and I feel this could be brightened up here
and there with perhaps a little lighter tone.
The crowd was with them but I believe more

really. while not being too derivative, allow
you to see the roots and influences of the

on faith and love than simply adoration of the
set.

B-52's), grabbing your toes and making

ing to make some shuffle impatiently. Their

their records had me looking forward to the
show. On stage before them was to be Rally

band. Once you get past these surface

On the other hand, Rally Go really sound-

Go. Rally Go is a predominatly female band
(four women, one man) which operates

resemblances, you realize the depth and intelligence of the band are truly amazing. The

ed great in retrospect. Their mix of sounds,

within the funk confines but allows a wider
range of influences and styles to manifest

driving, totally abandoned drumming of
Danielle Elliot really pushes the band and

here), stage presence and apparent maturity
really was impressive. I decided that the two

themselves in their music. Or so I was told,
because I had never actually heard them live.

gives the sound a sharp, percussive edge. The
interaction of the drummer and the

hands had come out in a draw, Rocky-style.
But then I had the opportunity to talk to the

At any rate, I figured that this would be an

variety of material (too lengthy to go into

and it will he interesting to see the (musical)
impact of new members on the group. It
should be a hot DYN-O-MITE show so
COME ON DOWN! But he forewarned.

guitar/bass account for the bits of Gang Four

drummer and the lead vocalist of Rally Go

interesting competition of sorts, the grizzled

and Talking Heads that rippled out of the PA

and what I learned was a shocker. The poor

veterans headlining a show with the up-andcoming rookies opening for them. Since there

from time to time. These bits also give the

sound mentioned earlier was a result of not

hand that does "fun" pop and really per-

This show is for the serious rocker only. The
not a .
weekii kneed and/or mellow

were a lot of comparisons in form and style it
would he fairly easy to compare/contrast one

colates. That is as terse a description as I
can give on paper. The mix of the sound

having a sound man at all. They have no
management, no road crew, and depend on

with l'autre.

wasn't that hot, but, I assumed the sound

cr

CURRANS FITNESS PLUS
20 percent Discount

for all UPS Students!
Questar Water Machines
Co-ed Aerobic Dancing
Heart Mate Aerobic Bikes
Free Weights
Jacuzzi
Steve Curran Karate
55108

6th Ave.

759-4262

man was new on the job or whatever so I
shrugged it off and enjoyed the band as they

themselves and their drive to get gigs, etc.
Rally Go has been together for only a year, so
the apparent maturity of the band comes in

were. After a 40 minute set, they left the

large part from talent and work. The final
straw is that they are all very young to be

stage to considerable applause and the crew

doing this (between 18 and 21) so well. That

started getting the stage ready for the Bush
Tetras. I was ready to hear the BT's and

settles it, my decision for the band of the
night was Rally Go, with this local rookie

thought that their hands would be full in try-

band besting the Eastern champs on points

ing to overwhelm the crowd; Rally Go was so
good! Well, they wasted no time establishing
a hard dancing funk pattern and the strongly

and good intentions.

partisan crowd started kicking out the jams on
the dancefloor. They really paced their set
well and had the confidence that a wellseasoned band exhibits. Technically and

Auditions at the
Freig hthouse

sound-wise, they really showed the crowd
what an established band could do as far as
maintaining the dancing and keeping the
energy level high. They played for almost an

The Freighthouse Theatre will he holding

hour, and the crowd coaxed two encores out

auditions for its seventh series of plays on

of them. An exciting show (including their
version of "Wild Thing").

March 6th and 7th. This series will feature
three plays; Seascape by Edward Albee, Ar-

When the final bell was tolled though, I

tichoke by Joanna M. Glass, and The Insanity of Mary Gurard by Lanie Robertson. This

sat back to assess the night and decide who
had come out on top in this informal internal
competition. The Tetras, while excellent and
very together, appear to he spinning their
wheels. They have been layin a lot of the

series opens on June 2nd and runs through
July 23rd. Auditions begin at 7:30 p.m.
both nights. For further information call the
Freighthouse Theatre at 272-5556.
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UPS ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR
MARCH

'

Saturday 5th

Friday 4th

Senior Vocal Recital/Kristin E.
Campus Film/The Four Seasons/
Messler/Jacobsen Recital Hall
Mc006/6, 8:30 and 11 pm
8 p.m.
Concert/Ebbanflo and Uncle Theater/The House of Blue Leaves
/U.P.S. Inside Theater/8 pm/
Bon sai/Tacoma Community
Tickets
$3 Students, $5
Coun cil, 1305 South Fawcett/
General
8:30 p.m./$5 donation
Theater/Betrayal/Tacoma Actor's :
Guild/8 p.m./through March Tuesday 8th
26th/Tickets 292-2145
Theater/The House of Blue Leaves
/U.P.S. Inside Theater/8 pm/
Thompson Lecture/Dr. Ralph W.
Tickets $3 Students, $5
Franklin/Emily Dickinson
General
Poetry into Print/Kilworth
Campus Film/The Four Seasons/
Chapel/7:30 p.m.
Mc006/6, 8:30 and 11 pm
:.

Campus Film

-

: '
Monday 7th
•

'

Sunday 6th

Campus Film/The Four Seasons/
Mc006/6 and 8:30
:..• Show Case/Tanglewood/S.U.B.
Snack Bar/11:30 - 1 p.m.
Discussion at TAG on Pinter
following "Betrayal"

Wednesday 9th
Backgammon Tournament/Student Union Building SUB
Lounge/7 p.m.
Theater/Translations/Seattle
Center Playhouse/8 p.m./Tickets 447-4764

the 80's
.•

Coming Soon: Foolish Pleasures/
April 16th

This Weekend

The Crosscurrents Review
Praise for the first issue:

i4A2',A to am,

"I thought Professor Cousens came up with some
remarkable, original and perceptive insights about
my work (Sophie's Choice, the subject of Cousens'
"The Demystification of the Holocaust").
—William Styron,
author of Sophie's Choice and

The Confessions of Nat Turner

"Handsomely produced, the issue has variety, verve,
passion, and most important, memorable language...I
find the intellectual confrontation altogether
stimulating.
—Joel Canarroe,
Executive Director,
Modern Language Association
Subscription includes the Fall 1982 and Spring 1983 issues.
Subscribe to The Crosscurrents Review by enclosing this form with your
check or money order for $5.00. (Please include $1.25 for postage and
handling if you live outside the 98406 or 98416 zip code areas.)

Alan Alda wrote, directed and starred in

editor wife. Joining them are Jack Weston, a

this intelligent comedy about the friendships

paranoid dentist and his wife, a volatile
Italian (Rita Moreno). Much of the humor

of thee upper-middle class New York couples
who vacation together each season of the

and drama centers on the strain of a third cou-

year. Light and fast-paced, this film makes
the most of its comedic and dramatic situa-

and his subsequent remarriage to a younger,

tions as it examines the relationships of the
seven good friends as viewed through the

energetic, doting and passionate woman. The
beauty of the vacation locations is captured by

eyes of Alda and Burnett, an irrational
pragmatic lawyer and his efficient magazine

Victor J. Kemper's photography and provides
a beautiful bac rop to this great film.

.... 4:1•1•. • -

ple's (Len Canons and Sandy Dennis) divorce

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
( ) New subscriber
) Renewal
Send to: The Crosscurrents Review
University of Puget Sound
Tacoma, Washington 98416
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Executive in Residence Program Here

4

E. Kirk McKinney, of Indianapolis,
has deserted the corporate world for
a college campus. McKinney, Chairman of the Board and President of
Jefferson National Life Insurance
Company, comes to the University
of Puget Sound under the BusinesA
Executive in Resident Program. The
program is sponsored by the
American Council of Life Insurance.
Established in 1973, the program
places senior executives from life insurance companies on university
campuses for two to four weeks as
teacher consultants and resource
persons. The program was designed
to allow an exchange of ideas between two diverse worlds giving participants a chance to learn from
each other.
The residencies have been highly
successful at such institutions as
Princeton, Baylor University, Bryn
Mawr College and Vanderbilt
University. UPS is the third institution in the Northwest to be chosen
for the program.
Among the topics McKinney will
explore with the UPS and Tacoma
communities are professional ethics
in a technological era, religion and

the business world, how free enterprise affects freedom of choice,
women in business and the image of
business in literature.
A graduate of the University of
Michigan, McKinney has been with
Jefferson National Life Insurance
Company for more than thirty years.
He has served as president since
1959 and Chairman of the Board and
president for more than a decade.
One of Indianapolis' civic leaders,
he is director of the United Way of
Greater Indianapolis, Trustee and
Member of the Board of Governors
for the Museum of Art, and Director
of the PBS Channel 20, as well as a
number of other civic organizations.
In addition, he serves on a number
of corporate boards and is a member
of the Corporate Relations Committee of the University of Michigan.
The program at UPS is coordinated by Professor Frank Hruza,
Director of Career Development for
the university.
The classes involved in the
Business Executive in Residence Program are open to all students. Below
is a partial listing of classes:

Thursday, March 3:
6:00 Dinner, Daedalus Society
President's Home

Thursday, March 10:
10:00 -12:00
David Kent
BPA 454 McI 215
1:00 - 2:00
Gary Peterson C/TA 202
J304
3:00 - 5:00 Discussion
Women in Business
Wendy Holst
Career Development Center
SUB Lounge
Tuesday, March 15:
10:00 - 12:00
John Dickson
BPA 443 Mcl 311
1:00 - 2:30
Phil 105
Larry Stern
J208
7:00 Forum
David Smith
SUB Lounge
Wednesday, March 16:
9:00 -10:00
David Smith
Hist. 101
J302
10:00 -11:00
David Smith
Hist. 102
J303
11:00
Educ. Faculty
Howarth Faculty Lounge
12:00 Lunch
David Kent & 454 Students
2:00 - 3:00
CIS Faculty
Th 4th Floor Lounge
Bruce Lind
7:00 Forum
Discussion w/Terpstra
Thursday, March 17:
10:00 - 12:00
Janet Neil
C/TA 465
J215
12:00 Lunch
Frank Hruza

Friday, March 4:
1:00 - 2:00 English 424
McI 111
Tim Hansen
4:00 Friday Society
Phibbs' Basement
(Tom Johnson)
Monday, March 7'
12:00 -1:00
Frank Cousens Eng. 360
1:00 Lunch - F. Hruza
3:00 - 5:00
BPA Faculty Meeting

Ho 201

Tuesday, March 8.
9:00 - 10:00
J 204
Frank Hruza
UA 109
10:45 -11:45
Lynda Prendergast C/TA 202 1304
12:00 Lunch
President & Mrs. Phibbs
3:00 - 5:00
Mcl 311
John Dickson BPA 341
Wednesday, March 9:
Th 325
10:00 -11:00
Thompson Hall Coffee Hour
12:00 -1:00
Ho. 201
Frank Cousens Eng. 360
3:00 - 4:00 Discussion w/
Actuarial Stud. (Lind)
6:00 Dinner
Alpha Kappa Psi Officers

Language House Applications Open
by Jeri Hurd

The weather is warm (usually).
Flowers are blooming (for the most
part). Trees are budding (if you look
closely). What does it all signify? The
coming of Spring? Well, yes. But
more importantly, Spring always
heralds the time when the Foreign
Language Department begins to accept applications for the Language
House Program. This year is no exception and Prof. Michel Rocchi,
head of the program, states that
several applications have already
come in.
"One of the large misapprehensions regarding the program is that
you have to be near-fluent to get into one of the houses," commented
Rocchi. "This isn't true. We accept
people at varying levels, from the
beginner to the person who has actually spent some time in the country of his or her target language."
There are houses for speakers of
German, French and Spanish, with
the strong possibility that Japanese
House will be added for the 83-84
school year.
The program, which has been running for ten years (initially with just
a French House, with more added
later) is not necessarily easy to get
into. The applicant must have an interview with Prof. Rocchi and the
student coordinator, after which the
two get information regarding the
applicant from some of the applicant's teachers.
Nor is it easy once the applicant is

Women Writers: "Creative Anger"
by Shelley Winship
The Seattle Women Writers
Festival once again overtook the
University of Washington HUB for a
four-day session of extensive
workshops, panel discussions, formal guest readings and open mike
readings. Sponsored by the University of Washington Women's Information Center and the University
YWCA, the conference was made
possible through the support of the
Seattle Arts Commission/City of
Seattle.
The Festival hosted six nationally
acclaimed women writers and more
than a dozen from the Puget Sound
area. Maya Angelou, Ai, Denise
Levertor, Colleen McElroy and Toni
Cade Bambara delivered especially
powerful readings to large audiences in the HUB auditorium.
Saturday afternoon brought a new
intensity to the Festival, as Colleen
McElroy, Professor of English at the

ARE YOU ANOREXIC OR BULIMIC?
Are you overly concerned with your weight and how
much you eat? Do you binge often? Are you using self
starvation, diuretics, excessive exercise, vomiting, or
laxatives to keep your weight down? If so, you may be
experiencing problems with ANOREXIA OR BULIMIA.
There is effective counseling help available. Contact:

CHARLES W. BRUNI, Ph.D.
Specializing in work with eating disorders, stress, and
women-men in transition. Dr. Bruni has over nine years
of university training and nineteen years of clinical experience. Individual, group, and/or family therapy can be
provided. Call 759-7984 for further information or an
appointment.

in the program - tun, yes; challenging, yes - but not easy. Ninety percent of the conversation within the
house is in the target language - not
always easy at 6:30 a.m. when you're
not totally awake and are trying to
ask why there isn't any hot water for
showers, as one of last year's
members pointed out. The Language
House Program also holds weekly
conversations in each of the target
languages, with occasional trips to
films, plays or ethnic events. Each
year they sponsor a Foreign
Language Festival in spring to top
off the Foreign Language Week.
"Basically," said Rocchi, "the program is a living and learning experience designed for those interested in gaining fluency in a
foreign language. We combine the
excitement of this type of group experience with active and enthusiastic faculty support - and we
learn as much as the student."
If you are interested in joining the
program, or would like more information, contact Prof. Rocchi at
X3186. Deadline for applications is
March 14th.
The Language House Program is
definitely one of the attractions of
UPS, whether you are an actual
member or just go for conversation.
It promotes the all too tenuous interest in language in a fun, nonclassroom setting. So, as the program's slogan says, "Have a foreign
affair" - go bilingual.

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED - Cost is about the same as a semester in a
U S college $3.189 Price includes Jet round trip to Seville from New
York, room, board, and tuition complete Government grants and loans
available for eligible students
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes four hours a day, four days a
week, four months Earn 16 hrs of credit (equivalent to 4 semesterstaught in U.S colleges over a two year time span) Your Spanish
Studies will be enhanced by opportunities not available in a U S class

University of Washington stepped
up to the podium. Colleen began
writing as a poet: her first published
work, Music From Home, came out
in 1976, followed by Lie and Say You
Love Me and Winters Without Snow.
She has moved into fiction writing
as well, and received the Callaloo
Fiction Award in 1981. She has been
screenwriting since 1978, as well as
continuing with her teaching.
McElroy's reading, from a work in
process, was a chapter titled
"Regular Army". Recollecting her
twenty years as an "army brat," the
author builds a clear and potent vision of life in the service for a black
family. The reading reasserted a
need that to many, especially in the
literary world, has been considered
irrelevant in the 20th century: the
need for heroes. McElroy's father
gave voluminous speeches under the
continued on page 14

room Standardized tests show our students language skills superior
to students completing two year programs in U S Advanced courses
also
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements
SPRING SEMESTER Feb 1 June 1 / FALL SEMESTER — Sept 1C.
Dec 22 each year
FULLY ACCREDITED A program of Trinity Christian College

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
For full information—write to:
2442 E. Collier S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506

(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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MORE COLLEGE BRIEFS
Students Shift 180°, Push For Tuition Hikes
THEY BEGIN LOBBYING FOR TAX
HIKES TO AVOID 'EVEN MORE
DEVASTATING' 1984
By David Gaede
(CPS) — An increasing number of
students and educators are taking
up what may be the most unpopular
cause in the country: tax increases.
In a number of places around the
U.S., they're mounting lobbying
campaigns to raise state and local
taxes to help restore state funding of
higher education.
Twenty-four states in 1982 had to
slash their college budgets during
the middle of the year because the
recession had driven so many people
out of work that they couldn't collect as much in taxes as they'd expected.
The people who remained
employed, moreover, paid less to
the states in taxes in part because of
the recession, and in part because of
the lowered tax rates left after the
"tax revolts" of 1978-80.
Those "revolts" began with Proposition 13 in California. Fittingly
enough, it was in California that
students first started working for tax
increases recently.
California students are lobbying
at the state capitol and staging
rallies at campuses around the state
in support of a number of proposed
tax hikes.
In Kansas, college students are
backing a newly-proposed severance

tax on the oil and gas industry,
which they hope will fill depleted
state coffers and stop the yearly
slashes in state higher ed appropriations.
Likewise, students in Michigan
and Illinois are supporting various
"revenue enhancement" measures
to help plug the holes in their sinking
state treasuries.
And student associations in Ohio
and Pennsylvania — among others —
are considering taking similar actions on tax increase proposals.
In fact, student support of various
tax increases in different states is
becoming commonplace. "I think
you could definitely call it a trend,"
says Bob Bingamam, project director of the State Student Association
(SSA) in Washington, D.C.
For students, Bingamam says, it's
a basic question of survival: either
boost state revenues through tax increases, or watch higher education
slowly deteriorate or even disappear. Illinois, for example, is considering closing some of its state
campuses.
"Students realize that they need
increased state revenues so that
more money can go to fund higher
education," he says.
"Things look pretty grim in
California" without some sort of
help for the state budget, says Melinda Lehman, lobbyist for the California State Student Association, a
statewide coalition of student
governments.

%:*OgINNINOliMINIMMIIIINIM

To compensate for this year's
$1.5-to-$2 billion deficit, California
has lopped nearly $24 million off its
state college budget while pushing
student fees up by $64 a semester.
"And next year looks even more
devastating," Lehman says. Student
fees might go up as much as $230 for
1983-84 without some changes in the
state budget picture.
Lehman's group therefore is supporting a proposed tax on cigarettes
and a new oil severance tax.
"I suppose supporting these increases might make us unpopular
with some people," she
acknowledges. "But there isn't much
choice."
Michigan students also realize
they're backing a less-than-popular
1.75 percent state income tax increase, but student leaders say it's
the best way to counter a projected
$25 million cut in college funding if
the tax increase doesn't pass.
Since January, Illinois college
presidents and higher ed officials
have been huddling with alumni,
media reps and state politicians to
push for increases in state income,
gas and liquor taxes.
Student governments at campuses
around the state officially have endorsed the tax hikes.
"The governor (James Thompson)
hasn't made definite allocations for
where the money from the tax increases would go," points out Paul
Lingenfelter, deputy director for
fiscal affairs for the Illinois Board of

Higher Education.
"But we do know one thing: higher
education will get an automatic 10
percent funding reduction if nothing
happens."
Student officials at the University
of Illinois see the tax increases from
a similar do-or-die perspective, says
student rep Brad Goodrich.
"We just drafted a statement supporting the need for increased state
revenues," he says. "The student
government definitely supports a
state tax increase."

AIRLINE
TICKETS
Best Fares
No Service Charges
Close To Campus

Golden Rule Travel
2578 N. Adams
752- 1438
.
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WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
CFFERS YOU A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE YOUR
COUNTRY AND ENJOY THE SPECIAL DISTINCTICN OF
BEING AN OFFICER OF MARINES. BECOPE AN OFFICER IN THE CORPS AND XOU'LL EXPERIENCE EXCITING TRAVEL, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT TRAINING
EXCELLENT PAY AND BENEFITS, PLUS THE PRIDE
WHICH COMES FROM SERVING IN AN ELITE ORGANIZATICN.

ecial
support

THERE ARE TWO BASIC PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR
COLLEGE UNDERGRADUATES:

PLATOON LEADERS CLASS
FOR FRESHMAN, SOPHOMORES, AND JUNIORS
UP TO $1,902 AND 9 COLLEGE CREDITS
FOR SUMMER TRAINING
$100 EACH MONTH WHILE IN SCHOOL
GUARANTEED PILOT TRAINING (IF QUALIFIED)
FREE PRIVATE PILOT TRAINING DURING SENIOR
YEAR IN COLLEGE (IF PILOT QUALIFIED)
* NO WEEKEND DRILLS, UNIFORMS OR HAIRCUTS
DURING SCHOOL YEAR
NO OBLIGATION TO ACCEPT COMMISSION UPON
GRADUATION
OFFICER CANDIDATE CLASS
FOR COLLEGE SENIORS AND GRADUATES
* ATTEND OFFICER TRAINING AFTER GRADUATION
* AVIATION AND LAW GUARANTEES
THREE CLASSES EACH YEAR (FEB, JUN, OCT)

Infantry
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND DETAILS Cti THESE
QUTSTANDING OPPORTpNITIES, ODNTACT YOUR MARINE CORPS
UFFICER SELECTION REPRESENTATIVES:
CAPT JIM VIK OR GUNNERY SGT GARRETT AT 1700 WESTLAKE AVE N, SUITE 724, SEATTLE, WA 98109 (206) 442-7710
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NATIONAL COLLEGE BRIEFS
Microcomputers Becoming "CB's of the Eighties"
COMPUTER THEFT IS BECOMING
'NUMBER ONE' CAMPUS CRIME

4

(CPS) — Despite the heralded advances that microcomputers are bringing to the college campus these
days, the proliferation of the compact, lightweight, and easilytransported mechanical marvels is
causing a growing problem with
campus law enforcement agencies:
they're too easy to steal.
"We're getting a lot more
microcomputers on campuses these
days — in engineering departments,
computer programming departments, for administrative use, in
faculty offices, and in computer
centers and dormitories," explains
Dan Keller, director of Campus
Crime Prevention Programs and
security chief at the University of
Louisville.
"And as they become more and
more popular on campus," he continues, "microcomputers are also
becoming popular consumer items
for the public. Now there's a reason
to steal them."
Consequently, "microcomputers
are becoming the CB's of the
eighties" as popular items to steal.
At Louisville, Keller says, "we
didn't have any problems with computer thefts three years ago. Now it's
a monthly occurrence."
Campus law enforcement directors across the country echo his concerns.
Microcomputers, they say, along
with other computer hardware such
as phone modems and disk drives,
are slowly becoming hot items for
thieves.
Most officials agree the problem
can only get worse.
"We have a large number of personal computers on campus, and at
this point have already lost two or
three over the last year," reports
Iowa State Security Officer David
Stormer.
Iowa State has recently had "a
number of component parts stolen,"
too.
There's a developing market for
used microcomputers, they're readily resalable, and very difficult to
trace when they are stolen," Stormer
notes.
"They're easier to steal than a
typewriter," concurs Illinois State's
Lt. Don Knapp. Theft of microcomputers, he says, will "undoubtedly"
become a major crime problem for
colleges.
Drexel University security director
Edward Smith likewise sees "an
emerging pattern" with the theft of
micros. "The more you have on campus, the more vulnerable they will
be, and the more you'll have stolen."
Drexel hasn't had any serious
computer theft problems "yet,"
Smith says, but when all entering
freshmen will be required to have a
microcomputer this fall, his department will "make every available effort to see that they're secure."
Among other things, he plans to
register the serial number of each
micro with the FBI's National Crime
•.•
'

Information Center, and have a
"special logo etched on every
machine."
Indeed, campus security directors
across the country are frantically
working to register, label, and bolt
down thousands of microcomputers.
Carnegie Mellon, which will require all entering freshmen to have
their own micros within the next two
years, is already planning a massive
"Operation I.D." program to register
and identify the machines.
At Iowa State, "everyone who has

access to a computer is briefed on
recommended security procedures,"
Stormer says. "We recommend
every computer be secured behind
locked doors, and physically attached to a wall or table."
And at the Illinois Institute of
Technology, where the campus computer center is open around-theclock, every terminal is anchored
down and the entire facility
monitored through a closed-circuit
TV system.
"At the very least," Louisville's

Keller recommends, "all computer
owners should "paint a big blotch of
color on the outside of their
machine" so it will be easy to identify.
Ed Brady, former security chief of
the Chicago school system and now
a security advisor to colleges and
universities, says he is "working day
and night" to help colleges secure
microcomputer terminals.
"By far, physical security of computers is becoming the number one
priority of campus law enforcement
officials," he reports.

Tuition Tax Shot Down in Evanston
N.U. STUDENTS DODGE NATION'S
FIRST TAX ON TUITION
Evanston, IL (CPS) — Students at
Northwestern University won't have
to pay taxes on their tuition to the city of Evanston, "at least not this
year."
For several months the Evanston,
II., City Council has debated imposing a 1.5 percent tuition tax to help
pay for municipal services like
police and fire protection.
It would have added $90-to-$150 a
year to each student's college costs.
The university and students, city
officials say, benefit from the city
services but don't pay for them,
costing the city over $600,000 a year.
Northwestern officials, however,

April, would add about $225 to local
tuition rates.
But NU students, it appears, have
now been granted at least a temporary reprieve from the tax.
"As it stands now, there's nothing
in the city's budget this fiscal year"
regarding the tuition tax, according
to NU spokesman Chuck Loebbaka,
"which means they probably won't
impose it, at least not this year."
Indeed, the city councilman who
originally suggested the tuition tax
last year, Jack Korshak, admits "it's
way on the back burner right now."
It's back there, he says, because
the city "has just been hit by a court
decision making a three percent
utility tax illegal."
For the last three years, Fvanston
continued on page 14

argue that the university, its
students, and the visitors it attracts
actually generate $1.6 million more
for the Evanston economy than the
cost of the services the city provides
to the campus.
College officials across the country have been watching the Evanston
tuition tax with concern, leading
American Council on Education attorney Sheldon Steinbach to fret it
could set "a dangerous precedent
that could catch on like wildfire."
Already, the Washington, Pa. City
Council has scheduled a debate of a
similar proposal to tax tuition of
students at nearby Washington &
Jefferson and Waynesburg colleges.
The Washington tax, if it passes
the council after public hearings in
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The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, in cooperation with the
Face it...you've always wanted to fly!
Many of us have had the same feeling...and
for some it has never gone away.
If
you have had that feeling, then
you're in
luck.
Air Force
ROTC may be
able to put
you
into pilot training after graduation.

If you can graduate with a bachelor's
degree by June 1985, prior to age 26i, and
have 20/20 vision, it may
all be possible.
Contact
details.

(206) 756-3264 TODAY

National Center for Paralegal Training, offers an intensive
12 or 36 week LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program will enable you to put your education to work as a
skilled member of the legal team.
Specialties offered in the following fields:
Generalist (Evenings only)
Estates, Trusts & Wills
Litigation
Corporations & Real Estate
ABA Approved
Internship
Employment Assistance
For a free brochure about this career opportunity
call (714) 293-4579 or mail the coupon below to:

./-) UniversityA'Sin Dic-&)

for

411$ -' Lawyer's Assistant Program

Room 318, Serra Hall
San Diego, CA 92110

UPS

Name

Address

State
Phone (H)

Zip_

__(W),

DAY & EVENING CLASSES AVAILABLE
Gateway to a great way of life.

The University of San Diego does not discriminate on the
basis of race, sex, color, religion, age, national origin,
ancestry, or handicap in its policies and programs.
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Women Writers Fest Features "Creative Anger"
continued from page 11
influence of Crown Royal or
Seagrams; they were the speeches of
a father and a working man, a
realistic type of heroism that is very
much a part of our time. "Shit is
relative ... no good deed goes unpunished .. don't do anything halfassed - don't steal a loaf of bread
from a store, kidnap the president of
the flour company!" Heroism is not
dead - it is very much a part of day
to day life. The real tragedy of our
century lies within the family unit
itself - when the family is torn apart
on the domestic battleground of the
home. McElroy's humor only made
the tragedy more apparent.
Toni Cade Bambara's reading
showed her to be another multitalented black writer with "no
fences" to impede her growth. The
Black Woman (1969) was her first
published work, followed by two
collections of short stories, Gorilla,
My Love 1and The Seabirds Are Still
Alive, and a novel, The Sa lteaters. A
screenwriter since 1972, Bambara's
current projects include a
screenplay of Toni Monisou's Tarbaby and a documentary on the lost
Atlanta children. Bambara has
taught at Rutgers, Duke and Atlanta
universities.
Her reading came out of a
publication entitled Race and Class.
It was a shattering testimonial to the

horrible tragedy of the Atlanta
murders. She addresses the question
of how a mother of a young girl
copes with the anxiety and pain
when her daughter is late in coming
home from school. They tell her "the
terror is over" — Wayne Williams is
on trial. But children still disappear,
mothers still look at the nametagged toe in a cold basement room:
"This is not my .child." Parents are
accused of "getting rid of the little
nuisances." Children are still dying
in Atlanta. Gripping prose - a painful
and angry piece of writing.
The panel discussion directly
following on the history of women
writers and the significance of
gender as it affects the creative
writer was relatively ineffective and
very anticlimactic. Self-censorship
was discussed briefly; the writing
process of the individual was analyzed. Tom Cade Bambara made the
closing comments. Stressing "the
Power of the Word," she emphasized the aspects of writing. Writers
can keep a journal of their own personal writings, but if writing is to be
shared, it must be edited - and
ruthlessly. Writing has power if it,
and its audience, is treated with
respect. This is definitely something
to keep in mind while a student
writer at any university, where, as
Bambara says, "you learn to develop

an affinity for dead people."
Because - the consensus is in from
the Seattle Women Writers Festival writing comes alive when it is
shared.

In April, Colleen McElroy will appear on a PBS documentary, "Spirit
of Place", with four other local
writers.

Tuition Tax Proposal Dropped
continued from page 13
has levied the utility tax on all
residents, including students and the
university, to help generate additional funds for the city's coffers.
Korshak says he originally proposed the tuition tax as a "last resort,"
after Northwestern officials
adamantly refused to help support
city services.
NU officials, on the other hand,
say they already pump up the city's
economy, and have branded the tax
as "nothing more than an antieducation tax that penalizes
(students) who are trying to better
themselves."
Nonetheless, NU has made some
obvious efforts to improve its relationship with the city since the tax
issue came up last year.
For instance, "the university has
decided to go ahead and pay our
share of the utility tax for this year,

even though it's been ruled illegal,"
Loebbaka says.
That concession "will amount to
about $225,000 which we plan to
remit directly to the city."
Northwestern gave tne city
another break when it passed on an
option to buy some prime real estate
land in the downtown Evanston
area, Loebbaka adds.
Still, Korshak won't call the tuition tax a dead issue. It could always
come up again for next year's
budget, he hints, particularly since
the city will be in a worse financial
pinch because of the utility tax
defeat.
But the city won't even consider
the tuition tax issue right now, he
says, "not when NU says it's going to
sue if we impose it. We don't need
another court loss right now."
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Is the "ME" in "MEDIA" You?
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The Student Media Board is now accepting applications for the 1983-84
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academic year from students interested in serving as:
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*Trail Editor

*

Coordinates publication of weekly tabloid for the campus community.
z

z

*KUPS General Manager --

In charge of day- to-day operations of 100-watt,
*

noncommercial, college radio station.
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*Tamanawas Editor --
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Oversees production of 240-page yearbook for the student

C
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body.
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*Crosscurrents Editor --

Responsible for publishing biannual college
*
S

literary magazine.

C
*
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*

*

The deadline for applying is March 15
For applications and further information, contact the Associated Student Body Office in SUB 205
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LOGGER SPORTS
Brown's Bomb Sinks Wolves
by Sheldon Spencer
The UPS Logger men's basketball
team has a flair for the dramatic.
Take Tuesday night for instance.
The Loggers are locked in mortal
combat with the Seawolves from the
University of Alaska-Anchorage; at
stake is the Loggers' outright ownership of the Great Northwest Conference championship and a chance
to avenge a 78-76 overtime setback
in an earlier contest in Alaska.
Seven seconds remain in the contest and the Fieldhouse is awash in
anticipation as 1200 fans watch the
Seawolves nibble at a 10 point Logger lead until the deficit is cut to
three, 63-60. Then lightening strikes.

Logs Champs of Great Northwest Conference
Seawolf Sloan Carlson launches
an arching missile in the faces of two
Logger defenders from 23 feet away.
Carlson's three point shot accounted
for just his eight point of the evening
but the bucket deadlocks the match
at 63. With two seconds remaining,
the Logs call a timeout. Logger forward Kevin. Todd remembers what
happened afterwards.
"Coach Zech just told us to get
the ball in bounds and get a shot off
as quickly as we can. The play was
designed for Darin (Gearhart, Logger
guard) to inbound the ball to Norman (Brown, Logger forward). He
was supposed to get the ball to one

of the three of us running downcourt
to get close to the three point circle.
But when he got the ball he realized
there wasn't time for that, so he turned about 90 degrees on the jump and
hooked it in from halfcourt."
Brown's canning of the 43 footer
provided the difference in the game
and was a fitting conclusion for a
stellar performance by the 6'7"
senior. Brown finished the evening
with 17 points, 16 rebounds and 3
blocked shots in the regular season
home finale. The rebound count just
added to his season record of 341.
He eclipsed the old mark of 322 set
by John Smith in the 1967-68 season.

The romp over the Seawolves,
coupled with the previous Saturday
night's trouncing of Seattle Pacific
82-63, a rout that was fueled by Bill
Bakamus' career high 33 points,
gives the Loggers their first GNWC
crown in their first year of league
membership with a 7-3 circuit record
and a 16-13 mark overall. While the
Loggers await what will hopefully be
an invitation to the NCAA playoffs
by virtue of their championship,
they will entertain the Athletes-InAction in an exhibition at the
Fieldhouse on Sunday at 3 p.m. That
contest will be preceeded by a J.V.
men's game versus Dynasties West
beginning at 1 p.m.

Breakfast For Champions
A Weekly Sports Opinion Column
by Sheldon Spencer
Some sixty years ago author Franz

Kafka wrote "A Hunger Artist".
It is a tale of a professional fasting

photo by Jeff Castellino
Sharpshooting Jerry Williams slinks to the hoop for "two" against SPU.
Sets Logs on path to conference championship Tuesday night vs. AlaskaAnchorage

Men's Tennis Opens With 9-0 Win
by Sheldon Spencer

The UPS men's tennis team opened the season on the right foot with a
9-0 trouncing of the Seattle University Chieftains in Seattle Tuesday
afternoon.
Logger netmen Tim Beals and
Mark Kuryllo staked impressive victories in the singles competition.
Beals romped over SU's Mike Ropa
60-,6-1 and Kuryllo dispensed with

Greg Bowman 6-2, 6-2. Meanwhile,
doubles pairings Eric Prestbo and
David Sackmann sealed the verdict
with a 6 - 3, 6-4 decision over Morrie
Tabata and Dean Sakai.
The Logs, following Wednesday
afternoon's match at home versus
St. Martin's, will see their next action
Friday afternoon versus Portland
State at home at 2 p.m.

artist, a man who abstained from
eating to the delight of thousands of
ticket buying circus-goers. Among
the attendant were selected permanent watchers, usually butchers,
who kept a vigil on the gaunt and
hollow man in the cage as insurance
that he stay that way. The watch is
considered a formality, for the artist
would not break his fast and
preserve the honor of his profession
in doing so. His sacrifice for the
amusement of others was so consistent that soon his talent became
unappreciated by the public, and he
lost his audience. At that point, the
only pleasure derived from his starvation came from deep within the
shell of the man himself.
Kafka may have written the short
story as a universal statement about
the relationships between artists, artistic performances and audiences,
but Kafka did not have the backdrop
of the American amateur athlete
competing in a professional atmosphere in mind. Yet the
similarities between the hunger artist and the American athlete are
startling. Both entertain under the
auspices of an institution which
reaps the appeal of their talents in
the form of gate receipts. In order to
keep its coffers brimming the sponsoring institution sanctions
guidelines which must be followed if
the entertainers wish to retain their
statuses. Moreoever, the sponsor
sells these guidelines to the public
as being the honorable code which
honorable people will abide by if
they wish to remain honorable.
This swindle was so imbedded in
the consciousness of the hunger artist that he died fasting beneath the
straw in his cage, alone. Who knows

how many American amateur
athletes have expired under similar
circumstances? The fate of the
American amateur athlete is only a
concern of the sporting public when
one of the artists breaks the code of
honor in pursuit of the right long
denied him or her — to market skills
for the highest bidder. So the
hypocrisy that the system fosters only comes to light when the athlete
rebels, as Herschel Walker did when
he forfeited his amateur status and
his senior year as a student/athlete
at the University of Georgia in favor
of signing a pro football contract.
Whether you feel the $16 million
contract Walker signed is extravagant or that an injustice has
been done to college athletics by
the signing is relatively unimportant.
All that matters is Walker's personal
happiness. If he finds it in this pursuit, so be it. Do not condemn a man
who wants to work for his benefit.
Instead, vent your disgust at the
leeches who attached themselves to
Walker as he forged a legend in the
straw; those leeches include nearly
everyone in the state of Georgia, the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association and the television networks. Aim your anger at the mirror
the next time you appear before it,
because you are the butchers who
bought the code the NCAA sold you.
You harbor the same outmoded
values which say that collegiate
athletics are chaste and honorable;
you refuse to accept collegiate
athletics as the meat market it is.
When a prime choice escapes his
cage, you cry foul.
If Walker had not fled, he would
have died in that cage, and his only
reward would have been the
honorable one: burial in the cage,
straw and all.
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HE COMBAT ZONE
A SCOUT IS

/

Preston *

Patton's Platform

The Combat Zone is Intended as a satirical work and has, as such been
set off from the rest of the newspaper. Any resemblance to any person,place or thing Is purely coincidental.

What's In It for You?
If you elect Preston Patton as
president, next fall video games in
the Cellar will be free until his salary
is exhausted. You will also be able to
go in his office whenever you want
to use the WATS line, even
Hawaii/Alaska. There will be a flag
in every classroom, and all of the
clocks will be correct. But wait,
there is more. You also get this
paper without his pictures anymore.

Just think, you'll never see a by-line
that says "Photo by Preston Patton"
again. Now, how many times are you
going to try to vote for him.
Remember, if you elect Patton for
President you get free video games
until his salary runs out, use of his
WATS line, a flag in every
classroom, the correct time on all
university clocks, and no more
Preston Patton by-lines.

Alcohol Policy
This university ought to turn
around and promote drinking. That
way our students would not be
smoking so much of that marijuana,
which we all know is part of a
subversive communist plot to create
apathy and sterility.
President Phibbs
No Patton has ever been the pawn
of a president.
The Greek System
You would never catch me in a
pair of those silly Dock-siders.
Student Appetite
The first thing I will do when I
take office is put a tape recording of
reveille in the library bells at 6:30
sharp ever morning. At that time all
students will report to calisthenics,
followed by a nice home-cooked
breakfast at Phil and Gwen's.
Vandalism
Security really ought to be equipped with more and better firearms. If
a bunch of radicals stormed the administration building Ron Garrett's
pen-shooter could only kill a couple
of them.

The Media Situation
I have always believed in freedom
of the press, it's the American Way.
I'll tell them what I think they
should know, and they will be free to
print it, broadcast it, or take pictures
of it.
Video Games
Video games are great. With today's sophisticated hardware, someone who scores above 750,000 on
Defender is a valuable national
asset.
Parking Shortage
I say we bulldoze the Ceramics
Building and Kitteridge. We have
already begun to desecrate them
financially and faculty-wise.
Besides, some of those guys have
long hair over there.
Last Mash Bash
I think Kawehi should have rolled
in some tanks.
Combat Zone
It's disgusting, anyone who jokes
about Boy Scouts ought to get the
@*§± $ out of this country. Love it
or leave it buddy.

The Zone Remembers
When Stewart Alison ran for
A.S.B. president in 1980, he was helping out his fraternity brother Carl
Perkins (1980-81 A.S.B. President)
who wanted to eliminate an opponent at the primary election level.
Stu planned to detract enough joke
vote to come out with Carl on top of
the primary, and thus allow Carl an
easy final election. It turns out Stu
got almost as many votes as Carl, so
he continued his campaign.
One of the main tenets of Stu's
political philosophy, from the day
he entered the election, was pest
control. Stu was a man who finally
promised to do something about all
of the little dogs, cats, and children
on various wheeled devices. For a
while there was a hope that
A.S.U.P.S. might finally elect someone who would give away free
beer with each refrigerator rented. It
is hard to tell if Stu really lost the
election, or if he just backed down
to let his friend Carl win.
In 1981 Aaron Petersen was runn-

ing for the Presidency unopposed.
The Combat Zone then under
decidedly warped management, attempted to resurrect Stu Alison. But
he needed something really sharp to
regain the old punch. So Stu resurfaced as "Surf's up, Guru Stu." The
God candidate. He emulated a rich
California preacher in appearance
and mannerisms and received some
write-in vote, although not nearly
enough to do damage to the Peterson Plebiscite.
This spring, we wanted to continue the tradition of running Stu for
president. We wanted to continue to
provide an option for a minority of
innovative voters to avoid reelecting the same clean cut, all
American, cheesy, stuffed shirt as
they have for the last decade. But
this year Stu flatly refused to run. He
refuses to run because he is greatly
concerned about the success of
Preston Patton, whose campaign he
has been illegally funding since
nominations opened.

Photo by Preston A. Patton

The Combat Zone sincerely apologizes for the poor
print quality of Stu's face. We will reprint pictures
of all of the candidates next week to make amends
for our unintentional error.

